Intention to encode boosts memory-related pre-stimulus EEG beta power.
Pre-stimulus oscillatory brain activity can predict the degree to which an upcoming stimulus will be remembered at a later point in time. Recently, increased pre-stimulus power in ongoing theta (5-8Hz) and low beta (13-17Hz) bands during encoding has been associated with enhanced memory performance. When a cue is presented before stimulus onset, encoding-related brain activations may be regarded as a sign of preparation for the upcoming stimulus. Here, we investigated whether the intention to encode the following stimulus into long-term memory affects these preparatory pre-stimulus activations during encoding. Two groups of 18 participants took part in a subsequent memory paradigm. Electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded while participants were presented with a series of pictures, each one preceded by a cue, which were supposed to be classified according to animacy. One group was informed about the upcoming recognition task and therefore was enabled to develop the intention to encode the stimuli (intentional encoding), whereas the other group did not receive this information (incidental encoding). Afterwards, recognition of the pictures was tested. During intentional encoding only, power in theta and low beta bands was found to be significantly increased before the onset of pictures that were later remembered compared to later forgotten ones. Group comparisons confirmed greater memory-related power increases in the low beta band for intentional than incidental encoding. These findings indicate that oscillatory states that are associated with successful encoding can be initiated voluntarily if the intention to encode the stimuli is given. We therefore suggest low beta band activation before stimulus onset to be an indicator of memory-specific preparation for an upcoming stimulus.